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LUXURY & SPA TOUR 
 
4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS  

 
Enter through the bridge towards the exquisite landscape, enhanced by 
harmony combination of the spirit of traditional Balinese style with the 
amenities of the modern world. Suara Air is a luxury tropical villa 
surrounded by lush tropical forest and rice fields. A hidden heaven in your 
Bali vacation. 
 
Arrival flight : Bali  
Departure flight:  Bali  

 
 
DAY 1: WELCOME TO BALI-UBUD 
Arrive at Denpasar Airport where you will be greeted by our driver and enjoy  a 
chauffeured ride to Ubud. You will stay in a boutique hotel: Suara Air Luxury Villa 
Ubud, somewhere paradise exist and where dreams becomes true. 
Approaching through a rural setting of terraced rice fields, located near a quiet village. 
Suara Air Villa is created in harmony with nature, surrounded by two small rivers, 
giving a very private and relaxing atmosphere for our guests. The name, Suara Air, in 
Indonesian Language “whispers of water”; this name has been given because it is the 
only noise we can hear when we are in the Villa, becoming an ideal place for relaxing 
and feeling the real Bali calm. 
A hidden heaven in your Bali vacation. 
Meals included: any meal included 
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DAY 2: VISIT LOCAL FAMILY & BALINESE MASSAGE  
As you enter the house you will receive a warm and friendly greeting from the local 
family especially from the children which are very curious about foreign people. You 
can see the real life of balinese family living in countryside. An amazing experience ! 
After that back to the hotel. If you want you can enjoy a Balinaise massage. The 
Balinese massage is the perfect treatment to regain harmony between body and mind.  
Meals included: Breakfast 
 
 

DAY 3: UBUD-ROMANTIC DINING EXPERIENCE 
Free daya t your own leisure to visit the village of Ubud or enjoy the hotel. At night, 
Suara Air  gastronomique has the best dinner with delectable Indonesian  cuisine in a 
private setting. Perfect for a romantic dinner. Enjoy a special under the stars romantic 
dinner with your loved one. 
Meals included: Breakfast 
 
 
DAY 4: BALI – DÉPART  

Transfer to the airport to take the flight back home. We hope to see you soon again! 
 Meals included: Breakfast 
 
 
Note: All of our itineraries can be tailored to your requirements, allowing us to create the 
perfect holiday just for you. Contact us with your holiday ideas and we’ll start planning your 
unique personalized trip! 
 
 

 
 

***End Of Services provided by Sulawesiadventures*** 
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STADT ACCOMMODATION 

Ubud 
Suara Air Villa Ubud 

1 Bedroom Private Pool Villa 
 
Accommodation in hotels is subject to availability. If the listed hotel is fully booked, alternate accommodation will be booked 
within the same hotel category without surcharge/reduction. If no hotel in same category available, we preserve the right to 
forward surcharge for any higher category respectively reduction for any lower category. In case you request the quotation 
with specific hotels, rate may change. All hotel ratings are according to the local accreditation authority.  
 
 

 
Cost includes:  

 
 

 

 All the transfers. 

 All the trips mentioned in the program.. 

 Private transportation, cars with AC. 

 Accommodation and breakfast.  

 Meals mentioned on the tour 

Cost excludes: 

 Visas  

 Personal expenses  

 Travel Insurance in all kinds  

 Additional meals not mentioned  

 Single room surcharges 

 Airport Tax  

 Tip, drinks, personal expenses and others not 
stated  

 International flights 

Compulsory surcharges and meal options apply during peak holiday period such as Christmas, New Years and Lunar New Years. 
These will be advised at the time of booking or at any time should the hotel apply on an ad hoc basis. 
Some hotels have specific compulsory meal options for groups. These will be advised at the time of quoting. 

 


